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Looking back, and
moving forward
by Arnie Stadnick
International Vice
President for Canada
As another year
comes to an end, my
first as your IVP, I
reflect back on the
accomplishments our union has made,
and look to the challenges that face us in
the coming new year.
We’ve made considerable headway
with the Alberta government in our
push to get the most out of our pensions.
We’ve been lobbying Alberta to make
adjustments to the PfAD (Provision for
Adverse Deviation) which is currently set
at a level much higher than what prevails
in other provinces — a level that prevents
us from improving pension benefits the
way we’d like to.

PfAD meetings a success

Our meetings on the topic with locals
across the country were very fruitful and
well attended, and thanks to the many
members and spouses that wrote letters
to their government representatives, we
have continued our pressure on Alberta
to fall in line with other jurisdictions.
I especially want to thank all the
members from Lodge 73 who braved
horrendous weather conditions to attend
our meeting in Port Hawkesbury, NS.
Despite the storm that fell on us there,
the turnout at the PfAD meeting was
spectacular, and many members wrote
letters to their MLAs and MPs. I was
honoured to attend all of the meetings
that my schedule allowed, and glad to

meet so many members who showed
themselves willing to help us push for
better pensions.

New IBB video
addresses
absenteeism’s
impact

CCS developments

We’ve made great strides in championing
carbon capture and storage (CCS)
technology as the only workable solution
to our greenhouse gas problem. The Quest
CCS facility near Edmonton reached a
milestone by capturing four million tonnes
of carbon dioxide after just four years in
operation — ahead of schedule and at
a lower cost than expected — proving
that CCS is our best hope to meet our
Paris agreement targets on emissions.
Boilermakers were fundamental in
building the plant and in lobbying
for more such facilities to be built.
Just this November, Alberta’s
government pledged $1.4 million to
study the feasibility of employing CCS
at the LeHigh Cement plant, also in
the Edmonton area. This would be the
first foray into linking CCS to cement
processing in North America, and we
are in full support of Alberta’s forwardthinking initiative. When it comes to
greener solutions in the industrial sector,
and the jobs these projects promise to our
membership, we will always work with
any government that sees the benefits of
this world-saving technology. We will
shun partisanship and remain pragmatic.

New L128 – BCA agreement

We came through difficult negotiations
with the BCA in Ontario and emerged
with a new contract containing a number
Continued on next page...

The IBB has produced a new video featuring
members and contractors sharing their
views on absenteeism in our ranks and the
snowballing negative effects that it can have
on co-workers, timelines, and budgets.
While most of our members exhibit
exemplary work ethics and adhere
steadfastly to our Boilermaker Code,
absenteeism still affects our work, and we
must be diligent in reducing it. Our fair
contractors rely on us to approach every job
with energy and dedication — the qualities
that have earned us a top-notch reputation
and that contribute to Boilermakers being
awarded more contracts.
We encourage all members to watch
the video. Simply visit our website at
boilermaker.ca to view it.

We’ll face new year’s challenges as
a strong Brotherhood
of improvements for our members in Lodge
128. I’m proud of the diligence shown by
our whole bargaining team in standing
firm on some very contentious issues and
hammering out a good agreement.
We’ve persevered in our lobbying efforts
to obtain compulsory trade status in
Manitoba, Ontario and Newfoundland
and Labrador — provinces that don’t yet
recognize us as such. We will continue to
use every possible route to gaining that
status to ensure that lesser-skilled, often
non-union, workers are not engaged in jobs
that should go to our members.

Being our best on the job

We’ve made great strides in lowering rates
of absenteeism, and I salute those members
who maintain their professionalism at all
times. Absenteeism is still a problem in
our ranks, however, and we must continue
to urge all of our brothers and sisters to
be ever-punctual and dedicated to doing

their jobs to the best of their abilities. Our
contractors count on us, and we must
always deliver and maintain our well earned
reputation as a reliable workforce. The IBB
has produced a new video on the impact of
absenteeism; you can watch the video on
our website, boilermaker.ca.

our mission to recruit more young members
to our trade. Recruitment is a must in the
face of a busy future, or we risk losing out
on contracts and losing valuable revenue for
our pension plan.
We have started to make fruitful inroads
into Canada’s Indigenous communities, and
we will continue applying our energy to that
initiative. Our partnership with community
colleges to provide Boilermaker training
to more students got a boost this year
when two more colleges came on board
to offer apprenticeship programs. We look
forward to building on those educational
opportunities to bring more young people
into our ranks.
All in all, I’m excited about the coming
year. We face challenges as always, but
we’re poised to face them as a strong
Brotherhood. On behalf of the entire
Canadian International staff, I extend our
best wishes to all our members from coast
to coast, and their
2019
2020friends and families,
2021 for
a happy holiday and a prosperous new year.

Bright horizons
WORK HOUR PROJECTIONS, 2018 – 2021
Looking ahead to the new year, the horizon
is bright.14,000,000
All indications are that we will be
facing high demand for Boilermakers — in
Ontario,12,000,000
Alberta, lower mainland British
Columbia
and the Victoria shipyards in
10,000,000
particular. We cannot afford to be hampered
by manpower
shortages as we take on the
8,000,000
work that is coming, so I urge all members
6,000,000 and whenever we are
to travel wherever
needed. If4,000,000
there’s a shortage of work in your
own area, keep checking our website for
travel opportunities
2,000,000 — there will be plenty
to go around.
0

Hours

...Continued from page 1

High demand requires
2018 recruitment
Yr-to-Date

For the same reason, we’re going to step up

Forecast Hours
# of Boilermakers
Required *

11,490,222

11,643,249

11,874,082

12,218,261

7,660

7,762

7,916

8,146

Seasons Greetings from the IBB
*Forecast hours adjusted by 25% for margin of error
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WORK HOUR PROJECTIONS, 2019 – 2022
16,000,000
14,000,000
12,000,000

Hours

Work outlook
points to increase
in demand
through 2021

10,000,000
8,000,000

6,000,000
Our forecasts indicate that work-hours will
rise significantly in 2020 and 2021, meaning
4,000,000
an increase in demand for Boilermakers.
Following that upward swing, we expect
2,000,000
work-hours to remain steady through 2022 at
0
high levels.
2019
2020
The rise in forecast hours can be attributed
to more demand from the nuclear sector
11,449,698
12,520,080
Forecast Hours*
in Ontario, as well as projected demand
7,633
8,374
Boilermakers Required
for Boilermakers in Alberta and the lower
mainland of BC.
*Forecast hours adjusted by 25% for margin of error

2021

2022

15,310,289

13,554,712

10,207

9,036

Alberta backs conversion to CCS
at LeHigh Cement
Alberta Minister of Environment
and Parks Jason Nixon (middle)
with Internatioanl CCS
Knowledge Centre VP Beth Hardy
and IBB International Director of
Climate Change Policy Solutions
Cory Channon.

Alberta’s government has pledged $1.4
million to partner with the International
CCS Knowledge Centre to study retrofitting
the LeHigh Cement plant in Edmonton
with groundbreaking carbon capture and
storage technology. If the study is successful,
LeHigh would become the first facility in
North America to apply CCS to cement
production.
As our experiences at the nearby Quest
project and Boundary Dam in Saskatchewan
have shown, CCS is an eminently workable
technology and is becoming cheaper and
more effective with every new facility that’s
built. CCS is also recognized by experts as
the only viable solution to the urgent need
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
meet our commitments under the Paris
Agreement.
Alberta Environment and Parks Minister
Jason Nixon held a press conference to
announce his government’s eager support
of the plan. “This project is good for the
environment and good for the economy,”
he said. “Our government has said from the
beginning that technology and innovation
are the key pathways for meaningful action
on climate change and managing emissions.”
The funding will come from the province’s

Emission Reduction Alberta program,
which is dedicated to help industry find
viable ways to reduce Alberta’s considerable
carbon footprint. The money will be
made available thanks to Alberta’s new
Technology, Innovation and Emissions
Reduction (TIER) program, which comes
into effect in January.
“Once again,” said the Minister, “Alberta is
ahead of the pack. Exploring CCS to reduce
emissions in the cement industry is a prime
example of the innovative, game-changing
technology our TIER system will support.
It also shows the bold leadership and
entrepreneurial spirit of our industries, that
continue to set an example by seeking out
unique solutions and untapped technologies
that can lower emissions at home and
around the world.”
The cement industry accounts for about
eight percent of all global emissions.
Demand for cement keeps increasing as
developing countries like India and China
rapidly expand their industries and urban
areas. That means more emissions from
the production of cement worldwide. And,
when it comes to making cement, there is
no other way to minimize the industry’s
emissions — only CCS can do the job.

Cory Channon, the IBB’s International
Director of Climate Change Policy
Solutions and a close collaborator with the
CCS Knowledge Centre, was in attendance
for Alberta’s historic announcement.
“We’ve seen, at Boundary Dam and Quest,
as well as many other projects worldwide,
that CCS is a proven solution to the
environmental challenges we face,” said
Brother Channon.
“What’s so exciting about moving
forward with the LeHigh study is that
we’re branching CCS out to a whole new
application, a whole new industry. Most
CCS projects have focused on coal-fired
plants, and they’re showing unbelievably
positive results. Bringing CCS into the
cement industry is a major step forward,
and LeHigh could become the very first
such plant in North America. And it will
provide good jobs for Boilermakers. ”
The proposed conversion to CCS at
LeHigh anticipates a capture rate of
600,000 tonnes of CO2 per year. Experts
peg the potential for LeHigh to capture
and safely store up to 90 percent of its
current emissions, the equivalent of
taking more than 100,000 cars of the road
annually.
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Apprenticeship Program gets a boost
with two more colleges on board
In Ontario, the Boilermakers’ long-standing
partnership with Humber College to deliver
the classroom portion of our Apprenticeship
Program will be branching in new
directions.
Two more
community
colleges —
Lambton
College
in Sarnia
and Georgian College in Owen Sound
— have signed on to provide training to
Boilermaker apprentices.
The addition of two more colleges will
open up opportunities for more apprentices
to learn and advance into the ranks of
the Boilermaker Brotherhood. The move
couldn’t come at a better time: we’re going
to need more apprentices to meet Ontario’s
workforce requirements, which are reaching
record highs.
Spreading the Apprenticeship Program to
more geographical locales will have a twopronged benefit. Fewer potential apprentices

will need to travel and obtain housing in
order to attend trade school. That means
less time away from home, lower expenses,
and reduced distances to drive to and from
school. In areas
where we have
a lot of work,
young people
can begin their
training not only
closer to home,
but close to where the work is.
Likewise, having more colleges on
board, in different locations, will give us a
greater ability to attract quality instructors
who might be
reluctant to
commute to,
or live in, the
Toronto area
for the Humber
program.
More colleges means more seats in the
classroom, which will help us to place
apprentices in trade school in a more timely

Expected higher demand
for Boilermakers makes
summary reports a must
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With the coming year promising increased demand for our trade in several
key areas of the country, job stewards are reminded of the vital importance of
filling out detailed post-job summaries upon completion of every project we
undertake.
The summaries are crucial to identifying any and all issues encountered on a
job, so they can be minimized or avoided on future projects. On a macro level,
these reports help to cement good relations with our owners and contractors,
and allow Boilermakers to complete projects in the most efficient and
economical manner possible.
All this ensures that Boilermakers remain the “go-to” choice for contractors
who count on reliability and efficiency.
Increased demand also means an increased need for qualified job stewards.
Members are encouraged to take the IBB’s job steward training course. You can
find out how to enroll by contacting your Local Training Coordinator.

fashion, and reduce the bottlenecking of
placements which we’ve experienced in the
past.
Changes to the journeyperson-toapprentice ratios in our major ICI and
EPSCA contracts will also require more
trainees. While we used to work with a 4:1
ratio, that has been changed to 3:1, meaning
we’ll need to bring more young people
through training as there will be more
apprentices on each job.
Both Lambton and Georgian applied
to the provincial government to obtain
Training Delivery Agent status. Though
the process can be long, both colleges were
successful in
being granted
TDA status
and will begin
their training
programs in
2020. Georgian
College has already delivered a PreApprenticeship Program in 2019, and will
expand the course next year.

Boilermakers Lodge 128
signs a new deal with BCA
Boilermakers Lodge 128 in Ontario has
secured a new Industrial, Commercial
and Institutional (ICI) Sector contract
with the Boilermaker Contractors’
Association. The new deal, reached in July,
includes significant improvements for
Boilermakers, and the union’s negotiators
were able to prevent some attempts to
erode provisions that have benefited our
members for years.
Opening negotiations were difficult,
and ultimately, bargaining broke off in
May. Determined to push forward and to

work through their meal break on
unscheduled OT, they will now receive a
half-hour of double-time pay in addition
to their meal allowance, instead of a halfhour straight time, as provided for under
the old agreement.
The new contract also includes
provisions for protecting members whose
pay is short (including subsistence). Now,
the member will get any money owed
to them by the following pay period, or
receive two hours’ pay per day until they
are made whole.

able to quash: we managed to maintain
double-time provisions in the face of
heavy pressure to move to time-and-ahalf contract language. Boilermakers were
also successful in preventing 100 percent
name-hire for emergency shutdown
work. The union encountered a proposal
to require members to work 40 hours
before qualifying for overtime pay, but
negotiators were able to take that idea off
the table.
On the pensions and benefits front,
the Boilermakers team ensured the

uphold our members’ right to work under
a properly negotiated agreement, the
IBB filed for conciliation with Ontario’s
Ministry of Labour. Through conciliation,
we were able to secure improvements to
the contract.
Amongst the improvements, we
secured solid wage increases. Lodge 128
Boilermakers will receive a 2.2 percent
raise on their total wage packages each
year for three years. Over the course of
those three years, the journeyperson
rate will go up by $3.60. In addition, we
negotiated an additional $1.00 per hour
increase for forepersons, and $2.00 per
hour for general forepersons. Under the
new pact, general forepersons must be
IBB members.
In the event that an employee must

IVP Arnie Stadnick lauded the
agreement, adding that he was pleased
with the work of our negotiators,
including Lodge 128 Business
Manager Roy Grills and International
Representative Jonathan White. “These
are tough times in many industrial
negotiations, and we faced quite a bit
of pushback and provocative proposals
from the other side of the table,” said
Stadnick. “In the end, however, our
perseverance paid off, and I think we
came out with a better deal than many
industrial unions could achieve. We held
firm against some proposals that were
intended to chip away at gains we’ve
made in the past, and we were successful
on those fronts.”
Amongst the proposals that the IBB was

preservation of employer pension
contributions based on paid hours, despite
an attempt to reduce contributions by
only paying for hours worked. The same
formula will continue to be applied to
health & welfare benefit contributions as
well.
Lodge 128 Business manager Roy
Grills was satisfied with the outcome of
a long and arduous negotiation period.
“Employers are getting really tough on
wages, but I’m happy with the increases
we managed to nail down,” he said, “and
pension and benefits are increasingly
becoming bones of contention with
all industrial employers, but we stood
tall and insisted on keeping employer
contributions at a maximum level. It’s a
good day for Boilermakers in Ontario.”
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National Training

The Boilermakers’ Master Rigger Course
by Grant Jacobs
Director of National Training
The Boilermakers’ Master Rigging Course is a four-day training
session combining theory with practical rigging exercises. Trainees
are grounded in the basics of the trade and then introduced to
simulated real-world situations to hone their skills. The topics
covered are:
• Terms & Definitions
• Axioms of Rigging
• Hitch Types
• Sling Capacities in Hitches
• Sizing Slings and Rigging Hardware to the Load
• Multiple Sling Legs and Angles
• Crane Hook Loading
• Rigging Inspection
• Load Weight Estimation
• Center of Gravity
• Load Distribution; Trolley Beams
• 2-Crane Lifts
• Rigging Methods and Load Control Techniques
• Hands Signals and Communication
• Load Drifting with Chain Falls
• Load Turning
• Jacking and Rolling
• Incline Planes
• Winching/Multi-part line Reeving
• Off-level Pick Points
The program is currently offered at Local 146’s training facility
in Edmonton. Since the course’s 2015 launch, 253 members have
completed the program. National Training is now working with
Local 128 to start offering the course at their Burlington, ON
training centre in 2020.
Dates for scheduled courses can be found on Local 146’s website,
boilermakers.ca.
To learn more about this course offering, or to enrol, please
contact your Local Training Coordinator.

A tandem lift using an overhead crane and a mobile crane.

A steam drum: Trainees determine the weight and centre of gravity, then they
must manoeuvre the drum through a pre-determined route.

2020 Project Management Course
The annual Project Management course will take place this year in
Vancouver, BC. The program has confirmed sixteen supervisors
registered. Representation was from the construction locals and
several contractors this year. For information about this program,
or to register, please contact your Local Training Coordinator.

2019-20 Winter and Spring Field
Supervisor Courses
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National Training is booked up for our Field Supervisor Training
course from now until the spring of 2020. All IBB locals have
scheduled several courses each to be offered to their membership.
For more information, or to register, please contact your Local
Training Coordinator.

A beam: Trainee riggers determine the combined centre of gravity as well as
the tension on both chain falls.

Apprenticeship Survey brings in first results
Last issue, we announced the launch of a new online Apprenticeship Survey,
and initial results are in. What we’ve learned so far is that in general, the
vast majority of Apprentices have had a positive experience in their training,
and we’ve received a number of comments that will help us enhance the
experience in future.
The survey was sent out by email to Boilermaker and Welder Apprentices
across the country, and we will continue to survey trainees at the end of each
stage of their training.
Their input is important. Feedback from the survey will be used to evaluate
our programs across Canada, and will allow us to address weak areas so
improvements can be made to ensure our trainees are getting the very best
apprenticeship experience.
If you have not yet participated in the survey, we urge you to please contact
your Local Apprenticeship coordinator and take part. We need your input to
make our Apprenticeship Program the best it can be.

The Boilermaker Mentorship Program
Boilermaker National Training are consulting with Locals
from coast to coast with the aim of developing a Boilermakerfocused mentorship program for both the Boilermaker and
Welding trades.
Creating our own Boilermaker-specific mentorship
program will afford us the opportunity to build a training
system that is rooted in the values of our organization, to help
people feel connected and to become champions for the trade.
With the guidance and wisdom of mentors, our apprentices
will become the future leaders of our Brotherhood. Watch for
updates about the program on the boilermaker.ca website.

Field Supervisor courses held at L555
Field Supervisor Training took place in Winnipeg on December
17–18 and in Regina on December 3 – 4 for Lodge 555 Members.
The training was conducted by National Training Director

Winnipeg Field Supervisor Class: (Left to right) Jonathan White (International
Representative, CSO), Grant Jacobs (Director of National Training), Matt
Wright, Stephane Clouthier, Duane Duarte, Nick Uskalo,
Cody Ramsay, Chris Mehner, Riley Pichlyk, David Bohemier, Evan Jordan,
Colin McDougall, Stephen Swain, James Maynes and Jim Beauchamp
(Program Coordinator).

Grant Jacobs along with International Representative Jonathan
White, Program Coordinator Jim Beauchamp and National Training
Coordinator j’Amey Bevan.

Regina Field Supervisor Class. Back row (left to right): j’Amey Bevan
(National Training Coordinator), Grant Jacobs (Director of National Training),
Brian Handy, Curtis Nicolson, Sheldon Ashworth, Brandon Gaudet,
Shane Thom and Michael Scheller. Front row (left to right): Peter Funk,
Yancey Alexanderson, Matthew Kidby, Lyndon Mullis and Jonathan White
(International Representative, CSO).
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Health & Safety

Mental Health: Your most important
tool is in your head
by Jason McInnis
National Director of Health & Safety
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sound mental health and reduce the stigma
of mental illness in a workplace setting.
Those who took part in the workshop
came away with a new perspective on
mental health.

Most people understand the importance
of speaking up and engaging on issues of
workplace health and safety — but mental
health is often another story altogether.
Many of us are aware that both our
work life and personal life can have
a serious impact on our mental wellbeing, but sadly, it is still uncommon
to talk about these matters. While the
reasons for this still-persistent silence
may be numerous, we know the most
common cause can be attributed to
the fear of being stigmatized, and
a culture where mental health is so
misunderstood that even speaking
about it remains taboo for many people.
The holiday season is now upon us,
Some of the materials prepared by the IBB to bring
and even though anxiety, depression,
about a fuller, more open discussion of mental health
and other mental health problems can
and to help combat the stigma that prevents so many
occur in people from all walks of life
people from talking freely about problems that affect
and at any time, statistics show that
their mental well-being.
people can be particularly vulnerable
during the holidays. For many, the
holidays are a very daunting time
indeed. During the “festive” season,
people may feel even more reluctant
to voice the problems they are going
through. But regardless of the time of
year, this reluctance persists, and can
isolate people who are burdened by
mental illness.
Here’s what we know:
• Mental illness affects approximately
7.5 million Canadians every year
• That’s about 20% of the population
• Most people will suffer with mental
illness for five years before seeking
help
• Stigma is the largest barrier to
seeking help
• Mental illness costs $50 billion a year
Recently, at the 2019 Boilermakers’
Canadian Tripartite conference, a
training workshop on mental health
was attended by close to 60 members,
contractors and owners. The workshop
was designed to address and promote

Said one participant, “I can now recognize
the signs of mental health difficulties in
myself and my family and have tools to
understand mental health in the workplace
— what I should practice for myself and
how I can support others.”

Our goal — shared by the IBB, our
owners and contractors alike — is to create
a culture of support where it’s understood
that mental health is also a workplace
safety and health issue, one that’s just as
important as physical safety. We do this
through education and training that is
grounded in honest and open dialogue and
compassionate understanding.
The IBB takes this matter very seriously,
and we’ve initiated a plan to develop
further mental health training materials,
toolbox talks and related resources to break
down the negative stigma of mental health
and help our brothers and sisters access the
help and support they need. Remember:
our union is only as healthy as its members,
in both body and in mind.

Pensions & Benefits

Turning up the pressure for better pensions
by Susan Bird
Benefit Plan Administrator
Over the past couple of months, the
Boilermakers’ National Pension Plan
(Canada) along with Boilermaker business
managers and IVP Arnie Stadnick have
hosted member meetings at various IBB
lodges to discuss the PfAD (Provision
for Adverse Deviation) issue. A PfAD
regulation tells pension plan trustees they
must achieve a surplus of a certain amount
before they can consider any benefit
restorations or improvements to their plan.
Pension legislation is mostly provincial
and, since we have a national plan, we are
governed by the province where the most
hours are worked — Alberta. Alberta
currently has a required PfAD percentage of
23%. This means the Boilermakers pension
plan must be 123% funded before the
trustees can restore benefits for its members.
Alberta’s PfAD requirement is much higher
than the national average, and the trustees
have asked for your help in getting this issue
addressed by the pension regulator.
All of this and more was discussed at the
PfAD meetings.
Education on the PfAD was the first
purpose of the meetings, while the
second aim was to make your voice
heard in Alberta’s legislature. At each
meeting, members and their spouses were
encouraged to write letters to government
officials asking for help to address the PfAD
issue. A copy of each letter also made its way
to the Premier of Alberta, Jason Kenney.
Boilermaker members came together to
write over 500 letters. The letters covered
a variety of issues with the PfAD. Some

mentioned that the PfAD is a form of age
discrimination, as older members may not
see an increase in their pension before they
pass away. A number of other letters pointed
out the unfairness of other provinces having
a much lower PfAD or no PfAD at all. Many
of the letters pointed out that the work a
Boilermaker does is a large contributor to the
economy of Canada, and that Alberta’s high
and volatile PfAD is hurting them. To put it
simply, hard-working Boilermakers want to
know their work matters to those in power.
Another common talking point in the
members’ letters is that the Boilermakers’
National Pension Plan (Canada) is in good
shape. Right now, the pension plan is 104%
funded, meaning there is a surplus of
4%. Last year, the pension plan was 102%
funded, the year before that it was 94.7%
funded. This means not only did the pension
plan earn its assumed return of 6% but
added additional returns to increase the
surplus. The growth in the pension plan
shows that it is in good condition. But there
is not enough surplus to restore benefits
because of the current Alberta PfAD rate.
All these arguments voiced by our
members drove home the point of why
these meetings took place: the Boilermaker
trustees are seeking to get the PfAD down
to a fixed, manageable rate so they can start
looking at improving benefits.
Since these meetings generated a good
turnout of attendees and a significant number
of letters, this PfAD campaign so far is a
success. But there is more work to be done.
All members can expect to hear about this
issue from their job stewards. Stewards will
be asked to provide members with some
background information about the PfAD

and to encourage even more letter-writing.
Business Managers will also be asked to have
open discussions with local MPPs / MLAs /
MNAs.
For those who were not there —
members, spouses, and dependents — you
will still have the chance to write letters to
government officials regarding the PfAD
issue. There will be an email component to
the PfAD campaign, as we continue to reach
out to all IBB members and family members
— because everyone in your household is
affected by your pension, and they should
have their voices heard too!
Members can expect to receive an email
that discusses the PfAD issue in depth,
provides PfAD letter templates, and helpful
instructions so you can craft a letter to your
MPP / MLA / MNA. Even if you have already
written a letter, you are more than welcome
to write another. The in-person meetings
collected over 500 letters. We are hoping this
email strategy gathers over 1,000. To be a part
of this initiative, all you need to do is make
sure the pension plan administration office
has your current email address.
What we saw over the course of these
meetings is that the Boilermaker brothers
and sisters care deeply for one another.
Some travelled far out of town to attend
meetings, and some went out of their way
to make sure their friends could write
letters too. Everyone who writes a letter isn’t
writing just for themselves; they’re writing
to bring positive change for everyone in
their union. Together the Boilermakers can
make their voices heard.
To learn more about PfAD and how it
affects your plan, visit boilermakersbenefits.
ca/pfad.

Your Member Assistance Program
Help when you need it,
24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Call 1-866-990-1113

(or TTY 1-888-234-0414)
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Routine demolition job reveals trove
of 70-year-old Boilermakers Journals
While tearing down a disused single-car garage in Calgary
this September, contractor Alex Clarke was shocked to
discover a veritable trove of old newspapers and magazines
from the 1930s and 40s, including issues of the old
Boilermakers Journal. Even though the hundreds of World
War II-era papers had been used as insulation in the walls
of the garage, they were remarkably well preserved.
Clarke was demolishing the structure as part of a
renovation project for the RCCG Christ Embassy Church,
and separating materials for re-use and recycling when he
came upon the find. Clarke, formerly homeless, worked
with the Calgary Drop-In Centre to hire other homeless
workers for the project.
Knowing that what he’d discovered within the walls
was of historical importance, Clarke took great care to
keep the fascinating “time-capsule” items intact. Among
the artifacts were scores of editions of the local Calgary
Herald, but also newspapers from Toronto, Montreal
and Chicago. Many of the headlines blared the latest
developments of the war then raging in Europe.
Clarke also found numerous publications concerned
with the thriving Ukrainian-Canadian community, leading
him to speculate that the one-time owner of the property
was a family of Ukrainian background. The discovery of
a number of copies of the Boilermakers Journal suggests
that the person who installed the makeshift insulation was
likely a member of our Brotherhood. The meticulous way
in which the repurposed paper was applied in ordered,
sandwiched layers between the studs, also hints at the kind
of precision a typical Boilermaker would insist upon.
Clarke has kindly donated the decades-old Journals
to Lodge 146 Boilermaker Hall — a fascinating record
of our union’s deep and enduring history. Steve Warren,
Lodge 146 Business Representative, was impressed by the
contractor. “He is very passionate about producing quality
work, helping the less fortunate, and paying it forward.
The condition of his findings were amazing. Even though
he was doing demolition at that point, he did not damage
his findings because everything was in excellent condition
— a true testament to his skill and craftsmanship.”

Contractor Alex Clarke
and some of his finds.
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The Canadian Boilermaker is published by the International Brotherhood
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Much more information for Boilermakers and the public is
available on our web site, www.boilermaker.ca.
Members can sign up to be part of the members-only section of
the site, with the latest news on the trade and the union.
The site also contains a great deal of information for the public on
the Boilermaker Advantage and how to become a Boilermaker.
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